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READING AND REACTING OFFENSIVELY 

A. 	INTRODUCTION 

The ability to "think" offensively is probably the weakest part of our game. 
We have done a very good job of providing coaches with information on how to 
develop skills. As well, we have provided coaches with a lot of material on 
systems of team play. However, the problem is that we have not spent enough 
time developing the thinking skills/conceptual ideas that link skill 
execution with team play systems. 

SKILLS TEAM PLAY SYSTEMS 

THINKING 

B. 	DEFINE "THINKING" IN HOCKEY 

- "See" the play---->Anticipate 	> Responds by taking 
(visual cues) 	- 	from the visual 	some appropriate  

cues the player tries 	action 
to predict what is 
going to happen 

he is trying to be 
"one play ahead"! 
- visualize a role for 
himself 

	

Ex. a) 	Defensive zone coverage --- forward covering the point man. When 
does he move from a defensive role to an offensive role? 

b) 	Defensive zone coverage --- forward covering the slot area. When 
does he move from one defensive role to another or from defense to 
offense? 

- when working with young minor hockey players, one coach on the bench 
should be committed to assisting players with the decision making part 
of the game. 

	

Ex. a) 	What did you see (read) -- How did you respond (react) 	Was it 
appropriate (evaluation)? 

	

b) 	Video tapes can be very helpful in assisting players to review 
their decision making and then setting up similar situations in 
practice drills is important. 
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C. 	SIMPLE IDEAS THAT CAN ASSIST PLAYERS IN THINKING 

1) 	Importance of communication 

communication allows a player to clarify his role 
early - (one play ahead) 

- "communication prevents duplication" 

in the play 

- "communication prevents hesitation" 

2) "Read" your team mates as much as you "read" the opposition. 

3) 
Over half the game, the puck is loose or free, therefore in these 
situations the following is important: 

closest man jump for loose puck or put pressure on the opponent 
getting to it 

players off the puck ---- who is going to win the 
loose puck? 

1) your team mate 
2) the opposition 
3) it is going to 

clearly will get possession 

is going to get possession 

be a tie race to the loose puck 

all three scenarios affect players off the puck responding is an 
appropriate man. 

Ex. - 	automatic plays  

be gained 
- holding a good defensive position because 

the loose puck is going to be close or 
moving to offense (risk-reward) 

awareness and defensive positioning because 
clearly will get the loose puck. 

4) 	When your team is in possession of the puck and on the attack, "skating 
off the puck" to be an •\ option makes the defensive team have to work 
more collectively and make more decisions. 	To "skate off the puck" 
with a purpose, the following suggestions can assist the players: 

a) 	keep eye contact with the puck carrier to determine the following: 

- is he under checking pressure? 
- does he have good puck control and space to work with? 
- is facing up ice, looking for a passing option? 

a)  

b)  
race for the 

when no time exists but possession will 

the race to 

gambling and 

the opponent 
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b) 	"TIME" your skating into the open ice or breaking away from an 
opponent to get open 

WHAT IS TIMING?  

eye contact - tells you when to break 

timing really amounts to controlling the following: 

i) - 	controlling the distance or direction you are moving in 
"saving" your ice or creating more ice in front to work 
with 

ideally you want to keep as much ice in front of you 

until the key moment when you must accelerate into the 
opening 

ii) control the speed you are skating at 

accelerate into the reception and ideally receive the 

 

puck with speed 
change of H  pace is important as 
slowing up then utilizing the ice 
accelerating into it. 

you can "save" ice by 

you have in front by 

c) 	Work to be an option more than once 

 

young players often 

more than once. 
cannot visualize themselves being an option 

if you move to become an option and the puck carrier does not 
utilize you, then you should work again to be an option. 

a simple teaching cue to assist the player in learning when and 
how to move to be an option again is the following: 

anytime you skate off the puck to be an option and your 
receiving angle starts to diminish then change your skating 
direction and/or speed to re-establish another good receiving 
angle and be an option a second time. 

COMMUNICATE WHEN YOU ARE OPEN 

- attei 0,-J il/Ltt2 
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'— PERSONNEL (DEFENSE) 

2) Pucks in 
corner. Pass 
to DI. DI pas 
to 02. n2 
shoots off of 
pass or right 
away. 

3) Pucks in 
Corner. 
Fl passes to 
DI and goes 
to front of 
net. nt 
to 02. 02 
shoots at FL 
repeat 3 time 

pass to DI. DI 
slide to middle 
	• 
	• 

DI passes LO 1)2 OrmiwriwimwmisolAl... 
or Fl shnot. riff 
of pass. 	• • 
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1) Pucks in 
*corner. Pass t 
Dl. D slide int 
middle & shoot. 

4) Pucks in 
corner. Forward 
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